INTRODUCTION
cells, thereby regulating communication in response to environmental or developmental signals Oparka et al 1994 Oparka et al , 1995 Palevitz & Hepler 1985) .
A generic PD can be viewed as having two major components, i.e. membranes and spaces ( Figure 1A ). The membranes form the boundaries of the channel, and the spaces are regions through which transport may occur (Ding et al 1992 , Grabski et al 1993 , Oparka 1993 . PD have two types of membranes. The plasma membrane (PM) between adjacent cells defines the outer limit of the channel. The axial center of the PD, termed the desmotubule (DT) (Robards 1968) , is made up of appressed endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Botha et al 1993 , Ding et al 1992 , Hepler 1982 , Tilney et al 1991 . The region between the DT and the plasma membrane is the cytoplasmic sleeve (CS), the major conduit through which molecules pass from cell to cell. The CS likely contains components that regulate and facilitate PD transport (Botha et al 1993 , Ding et al 1992 , Oparka 1993 ; evidence for other transport routes, such as through the lumen or along the lipid bilayers of the DT, is limited (Gamalei et al 1994 , Grabski et al 1993 . Electron dense substructures line the cytoplasmic sleeve between the DT and the plasma membrane (Botha et al 1993 , Ding et al 1992 , Tilney et al 1991 . Both globular particles and elongated spokes appear to interconnect these two membranes and may act to expand or contract the cytoplasmic space to increase or restrict transport (Ding et al 1992 , Overall & Blackman 1996 . Cross-sectional views reveal that PD actually are subdivided into 2.5-nm diameter microchannels (Ding et al 1992) . Early ultrastructural views of PD revealed constrictions at the ends or neck regions of the channels (Oleson & Robards 1990 , Overall & Blackman 1996 , White et al 1994 . Neck constrictions can result, however, from callose deposition provoked during tissue manipulation or fixation .
Regulation of PD transport may occur along their entire length or at the neck region ( Figure 1B ) by manipulation of structural components or deposition or removal of addition factors. Two possible mechanisms for rapidly constricting or expanding the PD channel have been suggested. First, the presence of actin and myosin along the length of PD provides for a possible contractile mechanism to regulate PD transport potential , Radford & White 1998 , Reichelt et al 1999 , White et al 1994 . Helically arranged actin filaments may link the desmotubule to the plasma membrane, contraction or relaxation of which would alter the aperture of the CS ( Figure 1C1 , 1E ) (Overall & Blackman 1996) . In fact, actin-disrupting agents increase movement of large dextrans through PD, whereas phalloidin, which stabilizes actin filaments, prohibits intercellular exchange . Another possible function of an actin-myosin-based mechanism is to serve as an elongated track to facilitate transport along the length of PD ( Figure 1C2 ). In such a scenario, macromolecules need not directly attach to filaments but instead may capitalize on the directionality of filamentous cables traversing PD.
An actin-myosin-based contractile mechanism is supported by the localization of calreticulin at the cell periphery, predominantly at or near PD (Baluska et . Calreticulin, a highly conserved calcium-sequestering protein, resides in the ER lumen and is the first ER-resident protein localized within PD. Calreticulin may regulate PD dynamics by its calcium-buffering capacity. Myosin VIII, an unconventional myosin localized to PD (Reichelt et al 1999) , has the potential to be regulated by calcium consistent with an actin-myosin-based regulatory mechanism (Knight & Kendrick-Jones 1993) . Alternatively, PD aperture may be controlled by the contraction of centrin nanofilaments since centrin localizes to the neck region of PD (Blackman et al 1999) (Figure 1D ). Calcium, possibly in concert with calreticulin, may regulate PD aperture by controlling the contraction of centrin nanofilaments (Blackman et al 1999) . Dephosphorylated centrin nanofilaments rapidly contract, whereas phosphorylation of centrin accompanies relaxation of the filaments within minutes (Hohfeld et al 1988 , Martindale & Salisbury 1990 . Because elevated calcium levels result in both decreased phosphorylation of centrin and PD closure, the block to intercellular exchange may result from centrin contraction (Blackman et al 1999 , Erwee & Goodwin 1983 , Martindale & Salisbury 1990 , Tucker 1990 . Two protein kinases localize to cell walls (Citovsky et al 1993 , Yahalom et al 1998 and may reside in PD to regulate contraction. Centrin nanofilaments could regulate PD neck regions, either by pulling the ER and PM closer together ( Figure 1F ) or by pulling the PM across the cytoplasmic annulus ( Figure 1G ) (Blackman et al 1999) .
Protein components unique to PD, structural or regulatory, have not been identified conclusively. Genetic screens in Arabidopsis using fluorescent tracers to (A) PD in outline, emphasizing membranes that delimit PD. Plasma membrane (PM), adjacent to the cell wall (CW, shaded area), forms the outer boundary of PD and is continuous between two cells. Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) between two cells becomes appressed forming the axial center, desmotubule (DT). PD transport occurs through the cytoplasmic sleeve (CS), bounded by the DT and PM, linking the cytoplasm of adjacent cells. Circular shaded ovals along PM and ER indicate electron dense, presumably proteinaceous, subunits. (B) Arrows indicate regions of PD channels that might regulate PD aperture and consequently cell-to-cell transport. Darker arrows at the ends of PD suggest regions most likely to exert control. Grey arrows represent additional areas that may be regulated. (C ) Potential functions of actin filaments in PD. 1. Filaments may spiral along the length of PD channels and regulate channel diameter by an actin-myosin-based mechanism of contraction or expansion. 2. Actin may form a track that facilitates micro-and macromolecular cargo along the length of PD. (D) Centrin nanofilaments, drawn as coiled springs, localize to neck region of plasmodesmata and may provide a means to exert control of PD aperture (F,G ).(E ) Actin microfilaments that bridge the PM along the length of PD may alter their conformation to cause closure of PD along their length. (F,G) Centrin nanofilaments (coiled spring) may encircle the neck region and act to close PD channels by pulling the ER and PM closer together (F ) or by pulling the PM across the cytoplasmic annulus (G ) (redrawn from Blackman 1999). identify mutants with altered PD trafficking patterns hold promise. As PD mutations may severely restrict growth or be lethal, embryo lethal lines are being analyzed. Screening of several thousand such lines maintained as heterozygotes has identified altered trafficking patterns in homozygotes at the embryo stage (F Hempel, K Sha, I Kim, J Pfluger & P Zambryski, unpublished data). One mutant line, ise-1 (increased size exclusion limit-1), allows 11-kDa dextrans to move from cell to cell, whereas wild-type embryos traffic tracers only below 3 kDa.
GENERIC CARGO OF PLASMODESMATA
Historically PD had been viewed as channels that passively facilitate dissemination of plant growth regulators and nutrients. This view was partially based on microinjection studies that established the size of molecules free to flow between cells as less than 1 kDa (Goodwin 1983 , Terry & Robards 1987 . This size exclusion limit (SEL) would permit movement only of micromolecules such as growth hormones, minerals, amino acids, and sugars produced during photosynthesis. This cargo, the simple components required for growth, would be exchanged between cells according to need and the degree of cytoplasmic continuity. One such cargo, photosynthate, requires extensive transport from sites of synthesis, through the vascular system, to dependent sink tissues. It is becoming abundantly clear, however, that PD have an additional purpose of transporting macromolecules intercellularly. In the sections below, PD are revealed to transport viral proteins, viral genomes, transcription factors, mRNA, and proteins of the vascular system.
FUNCTIONAL STATES OF PLASMODESMATA
Simplistically, PD had been assumed to be either closed or open (Figure 2A,B) . Closed PD are characterized by a lack of all intercellular exchange. Such closure may be transient, or more permanent, involving the breakdown and removal of PD from the cell wall , Oparka et al 1995 , Palevitz & Hepler 1985 . Open PD exchange ions, photoassimilates, and growth regulators according to tissue requirements, which may be reflected in different basal SEL. A further extension of open PD are dilated PD. Dilated PD allow movement of macromolecules larger than the basal SEL of the designated tissue. This issue becomes complicated by tissue-specific and possibly cell-specific differences in basal SEL. For example, vascular PD connecting the companion cells to the sieve elements have a high basal SEL allowing movement of large proteins (Imlau et al 1999 (Crawford & Zambryski 2000) . This latter dilated state is regulated by physiological and developmental parameters and may be triggered by the movement of PD-targeted proteins through PD , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 . Additionally, the degree of dilation is temporally and spatially dynamic (Crawford & Zambryski 2000) . GFP movement negates the prevailing view that macromolecular movement through PD occurs only for specialized proteins. Such specialized PD-targeted proteins, which may contain PD localization signal sequences, are transported efficiently themselves and facilitate diffusion of other macromolecules in trans. This latter function, termed gating, defines the resultant dilation of PD accompanying the movement of a targeted macromolecules such as plant viral movement proteins ( Figure 2C , and see below). Technical limitations may explain why dilated PD and the diffusion of nontargeted proteins through PD were not observed previously. Prior studies predominately utilized microinjection, which requires dexterity, and only a limited number of cells can be injected over several hours; further, movement is assessed immediately subsequent to injection. Microinjection, or the experimental conditions associated with such experiments, may induce a stress response that prohibits non-targeted protein movement. Recent studies with GFP are less invasive. Either GFP is synthesized in the vascular stream and traced in distal tissues, or DNA encoding GFP is introduced using low-pressure biolistic bombardment onto leaves of intact plants. DNA transfection requires expression and detection many hours subsequent to delivery, thereby allowing recovery from stress induced by the microprojectile. Additionally, microprojectile bombardment allows plants to be analyzed in situ without extensive tissue manipulation , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 . Other parameters are noteworthy in comparing experimental systems. As pressure affects PD aperture, microprojectile bombardment itself is best performed at low psi (∼ 60 psi) (Oparka & Prior 1992 , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 . Higher pressures (1100 psi) have a similar effect to microinjection in not revealing diffusion of non-targeted molecules (Itaya et al 1997 (Itaya et al , 1998 . Also, bombardment of intact plants reveals endogenous transport capacity not detected with experiments performed on detached leaves (Itaya et al 1997 , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 . Furthermore, low-pressure bombardment of DNA to express GFP in leaf epidermal cells results in transfection of hundreds of cells, allowing quantitative assessment of PD function in many independent cells (Crawford & Zambryski 2000) .
TWO MECHANISMS OF PROTEIN MOVEMENT
Recent studies clearly distinguish two types of PD movement: non-targeted and targeted. Non-targeted movement likely occurs by diffusion and is limited by protein availability, PD aperture, and possibly biochemical characteristics of the molecule being transported (Crawford & Zambryski 2000) . PD aperture and consequently non-targeted protein movement are affected by the developmental and physiological state of the tissue and the presence of PD targeted proteins , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 . Targeted movement, such as that exhibited by tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) movement protein (MP) P30, results in rapid transfer to adjacent cells and likely results from direct interactions with PD. Targeted movement also gates PD, increasing the movement of other macromolecules in trans (Waigmann et al 1994 , Wolf et al 1989 , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 . Figure 3 illustrates non-targeted diffusion of GFP alone and, in contrast, GFP fused to a plasmodesmal-targeted protein following bombardment of DNA into single cells. 
Non-Targeted Movement Through Plasmodesmata: Passive but Prominent
Previous microinjection studies defined SEL of PD of tobacco mesophyll cells at 1 kDa because only tracers below this size could passively diffuse between cells (Erwee & Goodwin 1983 , Tucker 1982 . Similarly, microinjection revealed a Figure 4 Non-targeted macromolecular plasmodesmata transit is governed by subcellular location. Proteins sequestered in the ER lumen (black circles) or anchored on the cytoskeleton (black squares) are unable to traffic cell to cell. Soluble cytoplasmic or nuclear localized proteins (white and black triangles) are available for PD transit. SEL of 7 kDa for tobacco trichomes and a SEL above 25 kDa for the PD between companion and sieve element cells of the phloem (Imlau et al 1999 , Waigmann & Zambryski 1995 . New studies with GFP reveal that many PD are inherently dynamic and that their SELs fluctuate temporally and spatially to allow the movement of large macromolecules (Figure 4 ). GFP expression in companion cells results in GFP transport through sieve element cells and subsequent unloading in distant tissues (Imlau et al 1999 . Because the sieve elements have porous end plates, it is not surprising that GFP moves freely in the vascular system. Remarkably, however, GFP unloads symplastically into the mesophyll cells of sink leaves, as well as to cells of floral organs (Imlau et al 1999 .
Additional studies using low-pressure microprojectile bombardment to transiently express GFP in leaf epidermal cells document the capacity of cells to traffic macromolecules such as GFP to numerous surrounding cells , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 . Such non-targeted movement results in detection of a protein gradient, with the highest level in the cell of origin and progressively lower levels in successive cells , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 ( Figure 3A ,B). This pattern suggests that non-targeted traffic occurs by diffusion. A diffusive mechanism is supported by the observation that protein size greatly affects non-targeted movement; the size limit for non-targeted movement is approximately 50 kDa in mature and 60 kDa in nascent leaves , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 . This passive diffusive movement implies that cells can establish concentration gradients to share both small and large molecules between neighboring cells ( Figure 3A ,B).
Targeted Transport Through Plasmodesmata: Active and Particular
Plant viral movement proteins (MPs) were the first proteins discovered to gate PD (Wolf et al 1989) . Such gating is logical because plant viruses use MPs to usurp PD channels to move their genomes into neighboring cells during infection. The bulk of the cells of the leaf were assumed to have PD in the open (non-dilated) state, strictly trafficking small molecules required for growth, but restricting transport of large molecules to those carrying PD transit signals. (Only specialized PD, such as those bridging the companion cells to the phloem vascular elements, were considered capable of allowing free macromolecular traffic.) The documentation of GFP movement now suggests all PD have the inherent capacity for non-targeted macromolecular traffic.
In contrast to non-targeted proteins like GFP, other proteins have evolved to directly interact with PD to alter their dimensions and transport potential. Targeted movement, illustrated by TMV-MP (P30), reveals a pattern where the intensity of the targeted protein signal in the transfected cell is quickly equalized with surrounding cells and where protein is localized to "puncta" at the PD junctions between cells (Itaya et al 1997 , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 (Figure 3C ,D). Targeted proteins are capable of trafficking between cells when other proteins of a similar size would be restricted. Additionally targeted proteins dilate PD such that co-bombardment of constructs to express GFP in combination with TMV-MP results in an increased number of transfected cells allowing GFP movement (Crawford & Zambryski 2000) . Furthermore, the number of cells to which GFP moves beyond the initially transfected cell is greater. Targeted movement likely reflects an active energy-dependent process that directs proteins through PD. Below we describe endogenous plant-specific candidate PD-targeted proteins identified to date.
SIMPLE RULES GOVERN TRANSPORTABILITY OF MACROMOLECULES
Obviously size of cargo and PD aperture physically govern macromolecular traffic. Given these two criteria are met, do all macromolecules then have the capacity to move cell to cell as seen for GFP? Are macromolecules poised and waiting to diffuse through PD gates? If such rampant exchange is representative of endogenous molecules, how are cells protected against loss of cell-specific components?
Cells appear to protect against such loss by specifically anchoring or sequestering their proteins within the cell. Although GFP is a soluble cytoplasmic protein that can move freely via PD, altering its subcellular location dramatically affects its capacity for intercellular transit. GFP targeted to and retained in the ER lumen is not capable of intercellular movement , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 . This result negates the hypothesis that the desmotubule is a transport conduit (Gamalei et al 1994 , Grabski et al 1993 . It remains possible that transport occurs on the cytoplasmic side of the ER or that the cell peripheryassociated ER domain needs to be targeted (Staehelin 1997) . GFP anchored to actin filaments by an actin-binding domain is similarly cell-autonomous (Crawford & Zambryski 2000) . Although actin has been colocalized to PD, these data suggest it unlikely that cargo is tethered directly to actin filaments during transit. Clearly, limitation of GFP to such subcellular addresses prevents its diffusion into adjacent cells and likely represents an endogenous method of maintaining cell specificity.
In striking contrast, when GFP carries a nuclear localization signal sequence (NLS), it retains the ability to diffuse between cells. Previous studies with the maize transcription factor KNOTTED1 (KN1) suggested that a PD-targeting signal may resemble an NLS because deletion of the KN1 NLS prevented intercellular movement . However, diffusion of GFP is similar whether or not it is fused to an NLS, implying that an NLS is not sufficient to direct PD transport per se (Crawford & Zambryski 2000) . As all nuclear proteins are likely not transported between cells, perhaps proteins larger than GFP may be more sequestered in nuclei and less available for cell-cell transit.
As protein, one type of macromolecule, is limited for intercellular movement by locale, it follows that nucleic acids may likewise be protected by tethering to subcellular sites or by interactions with protein partners. Such limitations of PD transit explains how it is possible for PD to be dilated, allowing protein transport of available proteins, while avoiding indiscriminate loss of essential cellular factors.
Proteins likely are affected additionally by criteria other than size and availability within the cell. Biochemical properties undoubtedly affect a protein's maneuverability between cells. The presence of targeted proteins also influences the mobility of other proteins in trans by affecting PD aperture. For example, introduction of TMV-MP along with GFP, or its derivatives, in the same cell increases the frequency of intercellular movement for single, double, and nuclear-localized GFP (Crawford & Zambryski 2000) . Duration of PD dilation also could impact transportability of macromolecules.
The above discussion of rules affecting intercellular transportability primarily relates to movement of non-targeted proteins. Targeted proteins, however, appear to manipulate PD to achieve their own transport and are not dependent on the presence of dilated PD. Targeted proteins likely contain specific signal sequences that direct their localization to PD channels, enabling their own transport and causing PD to alter their conformation to a more dilated state. Although localization, movement, and gating functions are documented, precise signal sequences that specify these functions have not been defined.
TRAFFICKING MACROMOLECULES: Examples on the Rise
Three types of macromolecules traffic intercellularly through PD: proteins, RNA, and (viral) DNA. Below we highlight such movement and their biological context.
Protein Movement
There are three classses of proteins that traffic PD. One is exogenous, the viral MPs, and two are endogenous, transcription factors (TF) and phloem proteins.
Viral MPs
Several extensive reviews summarize the diversity of plant viral MPs and how they enable intercellular and long-distance traffic of single and multipartite genomes, using routes that can include a nuclear detour (Carrington et al 1996 , Ding et al 1999 , Lazarowitz 1999 , Lazarowitz & Beachy 1999 . Note, many plant viruses also require their coat protein (CP) in addition to MP(s) for cell-to-cell spread or entry into the vasculature for long-distance transport. The diversity of plant viruses provides a wealth of molecular probes for PD function and a range of possible ways to modify or avoid PD to achieve entrance to adjoining cells including (a) movement through dilated but not visibly altered PD, (b) movement through morphologically altered PD (van der Wel et al 1998), and (c) movement through PD dramatically altered by viral-induced tubules (Canto & Palukaitis 1999 , Ward et al 1997 , Zheng et al 1997 . The reverse response, reduction or occlusion of PD aperture during viral infection, has not been extensively explored. Genetic screens for plants resistant to viral infection should identify genes that encode products directly interacting with PD to alter traffic potential (Chisholm et al 2000 , Lartey et al 1998 , Mahajan et al 1998 .
Transcription Factors
One of the earliest results implicating endogenous macromolecules and PD transport was observations on the maize transcription factor KN1. In the meristem, RNA encoding KN1 localizes throughout all cell layers, except the outmost L1 layer. In contrast, KN1 protein is found in all cell layers including the L1 (Jackson et al 1994) . Clonal analyses confirm that kn1 action in the inner layers of the leaf strongly influences the outer cell layers (Sinha & Hake 1990) . Microinjection of purified KN1 into tobacco leaf mesophyll cells results in movement to adjacent cells and promotes movement of large F-dextrans in trans, suggesting KN1 acts as a targeted PD protein .
Subsequent suggestions of transcription factors that may transit between cells as part of their function include four MADS domain proteins, DEFICIENS and GLOBOSA (GLO) in Antirrhinum, and PISTILLATA (GLO homolog) and AGAMOUS in Arabidopsis, reported to act non-autonomously from some cell layers (Bouhidel & Irish 1996 , Perbal et al 1996 , Sieburth et al 1998 . Additionally, a novel DNA-binding domain protein, FLORICULA (FLO) from Antirrhinum, can act non-cell autonomously when expressed from all layers of floral meristems. , Hantke et al 1995 . Further studies are needed to determine if these non-autonomous effects are direct and result from protein traffic through PD and subsequent alteration of transcription of target genes, which results in the predicted phenotypic response. Alternatively, these effects may reflect non-autonomous effects downstream of the mentioned proteins.
A recent landmark study documents that a transcription factor can move within the meristem, across several cell layers to activate its target genes (A Sessions, MF Yanofsky & D Weigel, manuscript submitted). Such movement is followed by proper localization of the protein within the nucleus and causes the expected response in target cells. Sessions et al (A Sessions, MF Yanofsky & D Weigel, manuscript submitted) used two independent approaches to examine potential cellto-cell movement for two transcription factors involved in floral development in Arabidopsis, LEAFY (LFY), a novel type of DNA-binding protein (the Arabidopsis homolog of FLO), and APETELA1 (AP1), a MADS domain transcription factor. Chimeric plants and plants expressing each transcription factor only in the L1 layer revealed that AP1 acts as a cell-autonomous protein, whereas LF1 is non-cell autonomous, trafficking between cells and changing the fate of cells into which it entered. LFY affected all cell layers of the meristem to the extent that it rescued lfy mutant flowers. Further, LFY protein expressed only in the L1-activated target genes, AP3 and AG, throughout the meristem. To determine if transcription factor activity was retained in trafficking LFY, a leafy-dependent reporter gene was introduced along with L1-specific LFY in transgenic plants; reporter activity was visualized in all layers, demonstrating that LFY remains functional following transport. Only LFY protein, not LFY mRNA, was transported. These data strongly support that endogenous protein traffic occurs. Furthermore, they imply that intercellular traffic is protein specific and not simply a property of either the meristem itself or the regulatory pathway (such as floral development) in which they act.
Local movement of transcription factors in meristems may provide another means whereby cells regulate complex morphogenesis in meristems in a precise fashion. Localized transport implies there may be additional factors to regulate such movement. Mechanisms to control local cell-to-cell transport likely are simpler than those required for long-distance transport of macromolecular signaling molecules.
Phloem Proteins
The major vascular element of higher plants, phloem, results from unequal division of a phloem mother cell to produce two specialized phloem cell types, companion cells (CC) and sieve elements (SE) (Sjolund 1997) . During SE differentiation, nuclei, vacuoles, and most other organelles degenerate, which results in cells without the capacity for transcription or translation, but highly specialized for bulk transport of photosynthates, nutrients, RNA, and protein.
(Note CC/SE transport of sugars also can occur apoplastically, directly across cell membranes independent of PD. Apoplastic transport is not reviewed here.)
The specialized PD between CC and SE are branched on the CC side and funnel into a single opening on the SE side; this arrangement may help to drive traffic into the SE against the concentration gradient of solutes in the phloem. Following transport across CC/SE PD, the sieve elements then serve as a predominantly continuous one-track transit tube for distribution of molecules driven by a pressure gradient. Unloading out of the phloem occurs from regions of high to regions of low solute concentration. Because PD connecting CC and SE have a large SEL, and CC need to continuously supply SE with proteins, such PD probably do not regulate traffic into the phloem. Entry into the vascular stream likely is controlled by PD that connect the CC/SE complex to the surrounding parenchyma cells (Oparka & Turgeon 1999 ). This view is supported by the common restriction to viral movement at this boundary (Nelson & van Bel 1998 , Oparka & Turgeon 1999 .
Mass flow for solutes across the CC/SE PD is prevalent, but what about large macromolecules? Evidence for protein movement into the phloem via PD derives from characterization of phloem sap. Phloem protein 1, PP1 (96 kDa), and phloem protein 2, PP2 (25 kD), are major constituents; the sucrose transporter (SUT1), thioredoxin, glutaredoxin, cystatin, and proteins of unknown function also are detected (Crawford & Zambryski 1999 , Oparka & Santa Cruz 2000 . mRNAs for PP1, PP2, and thioredoxin are expressed specifically in CC, as would be expected to facilitate synthesis of their encoded proteins close to sites of transport into the SE (Oparka & Turgeon 1999 . Another phloem sap protein, CmPP16, was identified by its homology to a viral MP. Like many viral MPs, it binds RNA without sequence specificity, moves cell to cell following microinjection, and facilitates movement of large dextrans and its own or heterologous RNA in trans (Xoconostle-Cazares et al 1999). CmPP16 mRNA is expressed only in immature SE and CC, whereas its protein localizes to both CC and SE. CmPP16 has been suggested to function as a phloem-specific chaperone.
What is the rationale for protein movement into the phloem? Some proteins such as PP1 and PP2 play a role in phloem maintenance because they act to seal off sieve end plate pores following wounding . Other proteins may act as chaperones, as signals to distant tissues, or perhaps arrive in the phloem by accident. The Fisher model posits that proteins generally enter the phloem by default and that they are destined for degradation and recycling of their component amino acids (Fisher et al 1992) . The absence of protein degradation machinery and the presence of the cystatin protease inhibitor in phloem sap suggest that SE may not be capable of protein degradation (Schobert et al 1998) . Proteins may be selectively degraded in CC of the transport phloem or non-selectively in sink tissues following export from SE and further cell-to-cell transport (Fisher et al 1992) .
In this scenario, phloem transport of proteins is like banking a repository of essential amino acids for subsequent use in rapidly growing sink tissues. However, phloem entry does not necessarily dictate degradation of proteins. GFP expressed under the control of the SUT1 promoter is first detected in CC as expected, then moves rapidly into SE, and unloads in distal tissues. That GFP is detected following unloading suggests it is not degraded, at least during the time of observation. Either protein degradation is somehow selective, GFP is not representative of endogenous molecules, or the three-dimensional barrel configuration of GFP prevents its efficient degradation (Ormo et al 1996) . Signaling polypeptides like systemin (18 aa), hypothesized to be transported through the vascular system (Narvaez-Vasquez et al 1995) to trigger defense response in distant tissues (Ryan & Pearce 1998) , may avoid degradation owing to their small size.
Viral Genomes
The diversity of plant viral genomes, both single-stranded (ss) and double-stranded (ds) RNAs and DNAs, restricts formulation of a unified mechanism for viral genome transport. One hypothesis postulates cell-to-cell spread is accomplished by ss genomes cooperatively bound with viral MPs to create a thin protein-nucleic acid complex, with diameter compatible with PD dimensions (Citovsky et al 1992) . Even, the dsDNA virus cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) has an MP that selectively binds ss nuclei acids, and binds RNA more efficiently than ssDNA (Citovsky et al 1991 , Thomas & Maule 1995 . This result, combined with the fact that CaMV replicates via a full-length RNA intermediate, suggests there may be selective pressure for viral genomes to move as ss molecules. This simple model does not address the mechanics of transport of other viral genomes or transport through all tissue types (Lazarowitz & Beachy 1999) . For example, geminiviruses have circular ssDNA genomes. MP complexed with a closed circular molecule in its thinnest dimension would be roughly double a linear complex (Rojas et al 1998) .
RNA Transport
RNA is generally viewed as a passive information carrier encoding the script for protein translation. However, three types of RNAs appear to traffic cell to cell and through the vascular system, implying that RNAs may also act as signaling molecules, disseminating regulatory information during growth and development. The best known class of transportable RNAs are plant viral genomes (Ding et al 1999 , Lazarowitz 1999 . This class of pathogen RNAs also can be extended to viroids, non-translatable, self-replicating RNA. Because viroids do not encode proteins, viroid RNA itself must contains the necessary information for cell-to-cell transit. In fact, fluorescently labeled viroid RNA is capable of cell-cell transit following microinjection, whereas control RNA is retained within the injected cell . Recent experiments suggest two other types of RNA traffic through PD: mRNAs and RNA elicitors of post-transcriptional gene silencing.
mRNA Transport
The most dramatic suggestion of mRNA movement derives from the recent isolation of hundreds of mRNAs from phloem sap of pumpkin . These data suggest that RNA transport via the phloem may be rather promiscuous. One cDNA clone, designated CmNACP, contains an NAC domain hypothesized to act in transcription control (Souer et al 1996) . Interestingly, CmNACP mRNA was detected at highest levels in the apical meristem and is proposed to be transported long distance through the vascular system . This latter result unscrambles the logic that transcription factors, critical to development in the meristem, would be produced locally.
Further studies are essential to establish the biological function and rationale for the presence of mRNA in the phloem and to determine the original sites of synthesis of such transcripts. In addition, these results provoke several basic questions. First, how can mRNA travel long distances without degradation? Two conflicting reports do not resolve whether the phloem contains RNAse activity (Kollar & Seemuller 1990 , Sasaki et al 1998 . Nevertheless, RNAs that transit the phloem are likely to be protected either by proteins or by conformation. Viral RNA genomes likely are encapsidated as virions or are in nucleic-acid/protein complexes, and silencing RNAs may be double-stranded (see below). Second, how are RNAs targeted to the correct location? What might deter a meristematic mRNA such as CmNACP from unloading from the phloem and mistargeting to the wrong sink? Third, production and dissemination of important regulatory signals should be tightly controlled. How is this control accomplished? Mechanisms to initiate synthesis and regulate cell-to-cell transport and targeting to adjacent cells are easy to envisage. However, production of regulatory molecules at significant distances from their sites of action complicates control of their synthesis and down-regulation, potentially requiring additional mobile regulators.
An alternative view of mRNA phloem transport extends the Fisher model whereby the phloem acts a part of a mobile recycling system of macromolecules (Fisher et al 1992) . Because sampling of phloem exudate involves rupture of SE tubes, there may be non-specific movement of macromolecules from CC into SE (Oparka & Santa Cruz 2000 , Oparka & Turgeon 1999 . mRNAs in the phloem are probably non-specific spill over, not bona fide signaling molecules, and would be substrates for subsequent degradation and recycling in sink tissues.
Gene Silencing RNAs Post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) is an innate response to foreign nucleic acid, either invading viral RNA or inserted transgenes (Baulcombe 1999a , Grant 1999 , Vaucheret et al 1998 , Voinnet et al 1999 This gene silencing is post-transcriptional as RNA of the silenced gene does not accumulate even though transcription occurs (Baulcombe 1999b , van Eldik et al 1998 . PTGS results in gene silencing in trans, affecting non-linked loci in the cell in which it originates and in surrounding and distant tissues by sequence-specific RNA degradation (Palauqui et al 1997 , van Eldik et al 1998 , Vaucheret et al 1998 . Evidence for PD in transport of the silencing signal throughout the plant originally derives from grafting experiments whereby silenced stocks induce PTGS in non-silenced scions expressing the corresponding transgene (Palauqui et al 1997 , Voinnet & Baulcombe 1997 ). In addition, PTGS can be induced by localized introduction of transgene homologous DNA fragments by biolistic bombardment or by biological vectors such as Agrobacterium (Palauqui & Balzergue 1999 , Schob et al 1997 , Voinnet et al 1998 . The spread of PTGS implies a relay system in which the PTGS signal is amplified in trafficked cells and employs both PD and phloem (Voinnet et al 1998) .
Sequence specificity and transcriptional interference suggest RNA is the silencing signal. dsRNA is the favored candidate resulting from antisense RNA, forming a duplex with sense messages and thereby prohibiting translation. Indeed plants, systematically engineered to contain both sense and antisense transgenes, reproducibly induce PTGS (Waterhouse et al 1998) . Mechanistically, it has been proposed that high levels of a particular RNA, or RNAs of aberrant nature, may activate an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP). In Neurospora, a RdRPlike protein is required to induce silencing (Cogoni & Macino 1999) , and RdRP levels are higher in plants sustaining viral infection (Lindbo et al 1993) . An RdRP recently cloned from tomato (Schiebel et al 1998) should help elucidate this system of internal surveillance. RdRP activity would provide a means both to generate antisense RNAs and possibly amplify RNAs carrying the silencing signal. Aberrant RNAs could explain the less predictable gene silencing in some transgenic plants where transcription is low and yet silencing occurs. Transgenes inserted in reverse orientation close to an endogenous promoter element may lead to antisense RNAs that would then be available to pair with endogenous sense transcripts. Similarly, inverted tandem repeated transgenes would result in dsRNAs. In addition to prohibiting translation, such RNAs may activate RdRP or be targeted for degradation by dsRNA-specific RNAses (Matousek et al 1994) . Note that dsRNA also causes gene silencing in animal cells; introduction of dsRNA, termed RNAi, leads to interference of specific gene expression (Fire et al 1991 , Timmons & Fire 1998 .
Direct evidence of an RNA-signaling molecule correlated to gene silencing has now been discovered. Rather than testing for mRNA-sized RNAs, Hamilton & Baulcombe (1999) specifically assayed for low-molecular weight RNAs. Twenty-five nucleotide antisense RNAs were detected consistently in independent plants undergoing PTGS for different genes. These small RNAs are specific to the gene being silenced and were induced by transgenes homologous to heterologous reporter genes or native endogenous genes. The amount of RNA detected corresponds to the severity of PTGS. Either these short RNAs cause silencing or they are byproducts. These RNAs are small enough to move through PD and still carry sequence-specific information and thus are ideal potential signaling molecules for PTGS. Because the 25 nucleotide-silencing RNAs were detected following denaturing electrophoresis, they may exist as dsRNAs in the cell. If dsRNAs are silencing signals, their existence provokes numerous questions regarding their transport and activity. Furthermore, how unloading of RNA at distant sites leads to de novo silencing awaits discovery.
PLASMODESMATA AND DEVELOPMENT: Central Controllers of Non-Autonomous Regulation
Plant cells are enclosed in cell walls, thus cell and tissue developmental fates are highly constrained by position. Superimposed on strict positional information is the possibility for neighboring cells to communicate via PD. Such communication can stipulate quantity and quality of signals and can vary temporally and spatially during the life of the plant. PD vary in basal SEL and in frequency and placement in different cell types (Ding et al 1999) . During development PD are required to maintain or to achieve cell-cell communication (van der Schoot et al 1995 , van der Schoot & Rinne 1999 . A well-known example is the tunica of the apical shoot meristem, where cells divide anticlinally. For these outer layers of cells to communicate with the underlying corpus, secondary PD must form (van der Schoot & Rinne 1999).
Below we review the spatial and temporal regulation of PD during development. Fluorescent tracers and imaging techniques vividly expose these channels as facilitators of cell non-autonomous development. PD no longer are behind-thescenes facilitators of nutrient transport; instead PD are major regulators of developmental patterning (Lucas 1999 , McLean et al 1997 . PD are another level of control to consider in complex organogenesis, acting in concert with transciption factors that regulate induction or repression of developmental pathways. It is not simply which genes are turned on in a particular cell, but also whether and when a cell communicates with its neighbors.
The Young versus the Old: Youthful Communication and Mature Isolation
Symplastic communication between cells of the early embryo best illustrates the extensive communication between undifferentiated cells. However, as the embryo develops, groups of cells decrease the aperture of their PD, giving rise to either permanent domains or temporary fields of symplastic isolation (Gisel et al 1999 . Several cell types exemplify permanent loss of PD connectivity. Immature stomatal guard cells are connected to the rest of the leaf epidermis. During differentiation their PD close and ultimately degenerate, prohibiting symplastic communication with the rest of the leaf (Palevitz & Hepler 1985) . In Arabidopsis roots, cells of undifferentiated regions such as the meristem and elongation zone are highly coupled. However, the mature root epidermis is symplastically isolated from underlying cells, as are root hairs . In these different cell types, consistently more mature cells close down communication. Such isolation may involve either occlusion or degradation of PD channels.
Plant Meristems: Progenitors of Plant Organs Expose Dynamic Regulation of PD
In addition to permanent PD closure, some groups of cells exhibit dynamic and transient alterations in PD permeability. Because the shoot apical meristem forms all the above-ground organs of the plant, it represents an essential control center for developmental programming. Although there are few studies that assess symplastic trafficking in the apex, recent reports uncover surprising patterns.
Birch seedling meristems apparently are subdivided into two symplastic fields of connectivity, a central zone and a concentric ring corresponding to the peripheral zone . These zones were visualized following microinjection of the small dye lucifer yellow (457 Da). Injection into either zone allowed local movement, but the dye did not traffic from one zone to the other. Thus plants may restrict PD aperture at a specific distance from the meristem center to maintain two distinct fields. This boundary of restricted movement must be dynamic since cells become displaced laterally through the boundary as the meristem produces new cells as progenitors of organ primordia. The PD of a particular cell must be modified to be open or closed depending on whether they define the boundary.
The birch study assessed meristem intercellular trafficking by microinjection of tracer directly into the meristem. Alternatively, tracer can be studied in the meristem following vascular transport (Gisel et al 1999) . This method uses small hydrophilic fluorescent tracers such as HPTS (524 Da) and has several advantages. Probe is loaded in sufficient quantities to allow observation of vascular and symplastic connectivity throughout the entire plant. Movement is assessed at sites distant from the point of tracer loading; thus data are obtained from tissues that are relatively undisturbed. The only requirement is that the regions to be visualized are symplastically connected to the phloem.
Phloem loading into Arabidopsis meristems demonstrates a difference in loading between layers of the meristem. Tracer is restricted to the outer tunica layers, made up of three layers of cells undergoing anticlinal divisions, whereas the inner central zone, or corpus, is not labeled by tracer (Gisel et al 1999) . Although HTPS probe was never detected deeper than three cell layers in the meristem, tracer was detected in deeper layers in very young primordia. Coincident with differentiation of primordia and observable morphogenesis, trafficking becomes restricted to only the outer tunica layers, reiterating that young tissues have greater symplastic connectivity than more differentiated tissues (Gisel et al 1999) .
In addition to the spatial regulation of PD traffic within and close to the meristem, there are distinct temporal patterns of intercellular transport in the shoot meristem of Arabidopsis during the induction of floral development (Gisel et al 1999) . This transition represents a major re-programming from vegetative leaf development to reproductive development and the production of flowers and gametes. Surprisingly, apices abruptly reduce traffic of tracer into the meristem coincident with the commitment to flowering. If time to flowering is prolonged or shortened by extended treatments of short-or long-day light conditions, the time of cessation of traffic at the shoot apex adjusts accordingly (A Gisel, FD Hempel, S Barella & P Zambryski, manuscript submitted). Early flowering and late flowering mutants similarly reduce traffic at earlier and later times, respectively. Thus regulation of symplastic trafficking at shoot apices may be another parameter critical to floral induction.
Floral commitment is likely multifactorial, involving perception of environmental cues at the whole plant level, changes in gene expression, and mobile signals that must be transported to the apex (Bernier 1988 , Hempel et al 2000 . Obviously, symplastic trafficking would provide a route for developmental signals. Reduced trafficking to the apex just prior to visible formation of flower primordia suggests either that a floral-inductive signal has already been transported to the apex prior to the reduction of trafficking or that floral induction results from diminished transport of a floral repressor. In the first case, the floral initiator would need to accumulate to a particular level, since symplastic isolation/reduction would then preclude/reduce its further accumulation. Removal of a floral repressor is supported by defoliation and grafting experiments (Bernier 1988) . Reduction of symplastic traffic to the apex supports this potentially simpler repressor model. It is also formally possible that both inducers and loss of repressors are independent criteria for floral development and that symplastic isolation itself is a separate requirement in floral initiation. In this scenario, once the appropriate signals have been received, diminished traffic into the apex might ensure that the ensuing morphogenetic pathways are not perturbed until the floral program is well set and underway.
Comparing just two plants, birch and Arabidopsis, reveals fundamental differences in symplastic transport in the shoot apex. Arabidopsis does not have an observable boundary between the central zone and peripheral zone of the meristem, as in birch. Possibly there are species-specific differences in meristem architecture, or the birch meristem is simply larger overall so that subfields can be more easily detected. Techniques of higher resolution are essential to uncover the exact boundary for diminished transport to the meristem in Arabidopsis; at present the entire meristem and surrounding primordia are monitored.
Fluctuating Gatekeepers
An emerging theme in the study of PD function is their inherent flexibility. PD are unquestionably not static in aperture, exposed most strikingly by traffic of plant viruses. However, PD aperture also varies as a function of physiology and developmental status. Observation of HPTS trafficking to the Arabidopsis shoot apical meristem reveals fluctuations in symplastic transport capacity, from minimal in young vegetative plants, to extensive in mature vegetative plants, to low during the floral transiton, to high again when the plant is in high flower production mode with secondary inflorescence shoots (Gisel et al 1999) . From a developmental perspective, the meristem may isolate itself during major morphogenetic changes, such as when the plant switches to a reproductive mode. This isolation requires that appropriate signals be already in place, or at least activated. During these major growth periods marked by complex alterations in morphogenetic patterning, the meristem likely acts as a strong sink for nutrients and macromolecular precursors. Low HPTS transport to the apex during these times argues that these metabolites may be produced in situ or transported to the meristem via an apoplastic route.
PLASMODESMATA AND PLANT PHYSIOLOGY: Essential Roles at All Times
Just as PD traffic alters during development and morphogenesis, PD continually respond to and alter intercellular traffic to alter or maintain physiological status , Crawford & Zambryski 2000 . Such alterations could be short term and occur over several hours or result in more long-term effects.
Cellular Oscillations
Besides fluctuation in symplastic trafficking in large groups of cells at the meristem, I individual cells transiently alter their PD transport. While non-targeted macromolecular transport, exemplified by GFP movement, occurs in a fraction of the cells of the leaf epidermis at any one time, observation over successive days reveals that the population of cells that traffic GFP changes (Crawford & Zambryski 2000) . PD likely are highly responsive to their environment, constantly altering intercellular communication. Physiological modulation of PD occurs following exogenous perturbation, such as metabolic inhibitors (Wright & Oparka 1997) , anaerobic stress (Cleland et al 1994) , osmotic stress (Schultz 1995) , calcium, (Tucker 1990) or inositol triphosphate (Tucker 1988) . Even simple changes in growth conditions alter PD transport capacity; greenhouse-grown plants have increased non-targeted PD transport of GFP compared with plants grown in culture containers (Crawford & Zambryski 2000) . The ability to quantitatively introduce fluorescent proteins and tracers to monitor trafficking cell to cell in whole plants now highlights the extent of this dynamic behavior. Cellular oscillations likely occur by micro-and macromolecular cytoplasmic signaling factors, from calcium and hormones to G proteins and protein kinases.
Sources and Sinks: Major Relay Centers for Global Trafficking
One of the major physiological transitions in the plant is the transformation of leaf tissues from sink to source. Source leaves act as net carbon exporters versus sinks, which act as net carbon importers. PD traffic patterns elegantly support the physiological and ultrastructural changes that occur during the source/sink transition (Evert et al 1996 , Volk et al 1996 . Thus estimates of PD permeability depend on whether cells in source or sink tissues are examined . Mature source cells have distinctly less symplastic transport from vascular tissue to surrounding leaf tissues than less mature sink cells . Ultrastructural analyses reveal sink cells have mostly simple PD, whereas source cell PD predominantly are highly branched . Branched PD may be more regulated or dictate a more tortuous route, thereby restricting and diminishing transport. Roberts et al (1997) elaborate a model to explain trafficking patterns during the source/sink transition in tobacco, where PD in different vein classes in the leaf function differently depending on whether they reside in sink or source regions.
Dormancy and Short Winter Nights
Another example of PD activity controlled by plant physiology occurs during dormancy. While increased photoperiod induces flowering in many plants, decreased photoperiod slows growth and is an important growth-regulating factor in temperate climates (Bernier 1988) . During winter months, with shorter day length and cooler temperatures, plants become dormant and decrease most activities. Indeed, when birch are exposed to short days their meristems become symplastically isolated . PD in the meristem were observed to be occluded by deposition of callose at their entrances . Endogenous callose deposition is likely a physiological response, in contrast to callose deposition induced artificially during tissue fixation (mentioned above). Callose likely acts to physically disrupt symplastic signaling, and this disruption blocks formation of new leaf primordia during the dormant period. Callose removal would then need to be triggered as day length increases. Callose deposition may be a more permanent mechanism for PD down-regulation, because symplastic limitations that define the two fields of the birch meristem did not reveal callose deposition at PD .
PERSPECTIVES
We are just beginning to understand the implications and mechanisms by which PD act as essential gatekeepers for cell-to-cell transport. Many questions remain. How widespread is non-autonomous regulation facilitated by PD? How are PD regulated to achieve the correct spatial and temporal connectivity between cells? How do cells signal each other to isolate or integrate themselves with their neighbors? What molecules signal PD to open, close, or dilate, and what PD components are their targets? What factors, in addition to size and subcellular location, influence targeted versus non-targeted transport? Viral pathogens have been a central focus for understanding PD traffic. Now endogenous factors, proteins, and nucleic acids that utilize PD are being discovered. Do PD discriminate proteins versus nucleic acids? Are nucleic acids chaperoned by protein factors? We still have limited information on the molecular composition of PD. Although cytoplasmic components such as ER and cytoskeletal elements reside in PD, it is critical to determine their role in PD regulation or function. Furthermore, PD-specific proteins that target, regulate, or chaperone trafficking macromolecules need to be identified in addition to PD structural proteins. We expect future studies will continue to expose PD networks as major players in how plants grow and develop, respond to the environment, and defend themselves.
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